Biomechanical properties of the hypoxic and dying brain quantified by magnetic resonance elastography.
Respiratory arrest is a major life-threatening condition leading to cessation of vital functions and hypoxic-anoxic injury of the brain. The progressive structural tissue changes characterizing the dying brain biophysically are unknown. Here we use noninvasive magnetic resonance elastography to show that biomechanical tissue properties are highly sensitive to alterations in the brain in the critical period before death. Our findings demonstrate that brain stiffness increases after respiratory arrest even when cardiac function is still preserved. Within 5 min of cardiac arrest, cerebral stiffness further increases by up to 30%. This early mechanical signature of the dying brain can be explained by water accumulation and redistribution from extracellular spaces into cells. These processes, together, increase interstitial and intracellular pressure as revealed by magnetic resonance spectroscopy and diffusion-weighted imaging. Our data suggest that the fast response of cerebral stiffness to respiratory arrest enables the monitoring of life-threatening brain pathology using noninvasive in vivo imaging. STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE: Hypoxia-anoxia is a life-threatening condition eventually leading to brain death. Therefore, monitoring vital brain functions in patients at risk is urgently required during emergency care or treatment of acute brain damage due to insufficient oxygen supply. In mouse model of hypoxia-anoxia, we have shown for the first time that biophysical tissue parameters such as brain stiffness changed markedly during the process of death.